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There
were
shown
some
Passover
celebrations,
then
EASTER
some Easter egg scrambling,
then a parade (of sorts) with
I am the Life, I am the Word, I
hats and fine clothes, then the
am Truth--thus sayeth the Lord.
Pope in Rome was giving bless“Lord” is a word of many meanings and asking that the poor be
ings but the one you must hold
remembered (he also said he
foremost
in your thoughts:
was against war). Then there
“keeper “, “learned ” “master of
was mention of “services” being
wisdom ” and “bread keeper”.
held at Sunrise here and there in
As in “Lord” as a title, I would
the “Christian ” ‘faith ” and then
caution you to know that which
to Baghdad where a few were
you are saying. Are you giving
gathered ”. . .for Christian serworship to a Man or do you
vices as usual” and then to
speak
with
honor
to
a
somewhere within the military of
“teacher”? “THE LORD” needs
the U.S. where they said (and
bear with it reverence and rekeep in mind that you still have,
spect--not WORSHIP.
4f YOU reported, over 400 thousand
honor Esu Jesus, Michael, Aton,
troops) “.. . about 150 soldiers
Hatonn, etc. by such title--make
joined in Christian Easter sersure you do not do so in
vices in the Middle-East”.
“insult“. Yes, I said “insult”for
what we bring for your sharing
Ii%e BIG news? An eflort to
is not given in order to have force the allowance of TV camworship but, rather, to share
eras into the execution chambers
“knowledge and wisdom”. We
at the execution of criminals
come to reveal Truth and bring from death row. Have you not
into the openness of light that
reached the time of concern in
which is done in the dark corriyour experience when you celedors of conspiracy against the
brate the death in any heinous
children of God. On this Easter
manner possible and speak not
Day, do you honor the wisdom
of immortality ?
And whose
and truth of immortality or do
pictures are shown on the TV
you “worship ” a risen “Man“? pushing Khazar?
Solarz and
It is most important indeed-Lugar.
which! From your TV espousements of this morning, accordI believe we should stop right
ing to CNN--you certainly do
here and discuss the two incineither as I would share from
dents in point with Solarz and
“Headline News ” and “Prime Lugar. The item about Stephen
News “.
Solarz (Rep. D-N.Y.) and head
of the “Israel First:’ committee
.
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of the ADL refers to a
“weapons
charge
dropped”.
The article reads: “Federal
prosecutors have quietZy decided
NOT to press charges against
two
bodyguards for
Rep.
Stephen Solan who were arrested Jan. 15 IN A U.S.
HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING.
The men were carrying UNREGISTERED HANDGUNS, as
well as brass knuckles and a
blackjack.
Supposedly they
were protecting Solar-z against
alleged threats he had received
as a result of his cheerleading’ in
Congress in favor of giving
George Bush the right to go to
war with Iraq. ” Can you just
imagine what would happen to
YOU if you were caught IN a
Federal building with any one of
the above items?
*
How about Lugar?
Well, he
was just mouthing off on the
wondrous benefits of “freetrade” with everyone in the
world.
You know, that freetrade pact(s) which will immediately put millions of Americans out of work (if there are
any left with jobs).
I am going to give THE SPOTLIGHT the ppotlight this day
and I am going to plagiarize
bunches of stuff because my intent is to cause you ones to get
confirmation for those things
which we bring to you and you
WILL NOT GET IT from the
controlled
media--anywhere!
#l

YOU MUST know these things
or you cannot do anything about
that which is thrust upon you by
these Khazar leaders who now
control your government, military, press and media.
Oh, you still don’t believe there
is any such thing as “Khazar”?
Funny thing about that little bit
of hidden information--it is not
as hidden as you might think IF
you get into the “swim” of
knowledge. On Friday (day before yesterday) an imte male
person called America West on
the telephone in a blind fury,
saying, among other things:
II. . ..and I AM A KHAZAR and
I resent and object to the information being released by
your outfit about the Khazars!”
Know that these calls do not just
“imply” threats against the business and the people, but in your
wondrous
day of violence
blessed, they come with direct
threat of total violence and silencing . YOU be the judge-and then, before making final
judgment of the truth--find out
about the subject and see if your
judgment of our work is a bit
different in conclusive evidence.
At any rate, let us present this
SECRET PLAN TO DESTROY
U.S. INDUSTRY:
Hatonn ’s
comments will be shown in
brackets ([I).
(QUOTE)
THE SPOZZIGHT,
April 1, 1991:
A secret plan to “sacrifice
the key industries of textiles,
autos and steel” in order to get
free trade treaties with Mexico
and
the
globalist
General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) has been revealed by
Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.).
[well, what could this man
know? He objected to your tax
funds going for art exhibits of
anal intercourse and urination
into the mouth of another gay,
in homosexual ART on public

display
from
tax-supported
artists and tax-supported galleries.]
Helms’s dramatic disclosure
came at a crowded Senate hearing on Capitol Hill. [How many
of you saw the debates?] The
Bush administration is lobbying
Congress
to
allow
the
administration to bring about
sweeping free trade pacts with
Mexico and the Geneva-based
GATT.
At stake are millions of
America’s most productive jobs
and the future of vital industries
as well as scores of U.S. communities.
The secret plan was reportedly drawn up as far back as
December,
1984, by Geza
chief
Feketekuty,
then
economist of the U.S. trade representative’ s office in the White
House. Feketekuty is now “on
loan” to the International Trade
Commission, a federal agency
greasing the skids for global
free trade and an end to U.S.
sovereignty. [Literally! This is
actually, and so-stated, a move
to bring sovereignty from all
nations individual, to and within
the sovereignty of the New
World Order Government controlled by Khazar Elite communist/socialists. No, dear ones, I
jest not and neither am I bigoted--GO READ THE NEW
WORLD
ORDER
PROTOCOLS, “PLANKS” you call
them in political circles!]
TURN U.S. INTO WASTE
LAND. The economist laid the

ground-work for the long-range
scheme to turn the United States
from an industrial power into an
“S&B” (service and banking)
wasteland.
Feketekuty’s plan picked up
where Soviet Agent Harry
Dexter White left off when he
created the Bretton Woods
.
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Agreement that spawned the
GATT, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
[Feeling a bit sick?]
All three of these intemational agencies have spent many
billions of U.S. tax dollars to finance and build industries all
over the world that have put
thousands of American factories
out of business.
Curiously, Feketekuty’s plan
has been embraced by some of
the Senate’s most conservative
Or-r-in Hatch (Rmembers.
Utah) [Elitist by any label you
wish to call him.] and Richard
Lugar (R-Ind.) were seen nodding and speaking in agreement
with such liberals as Christopher
Dodd (D-Conn.) and Paul Simon (D-Ill.) at the March 14
hearing of the Senate Foreign
Relations
subcommittee
on
Western Hemisphere and Peace
Corps affairs.
Hatch said the MexicanU.S. Free Trade Treaty “will do
more to bind our two countries
together than almost. anything
else we can do.” He added that
it will “help them (Mexicans) to
have the quality of life we have
enjoyed for 75 years” and that
U.S. job losses “will be in our
unskilled and low-skilled jobs”.
Lugar, formerly Republican
chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, called the current trade negotiations with
Mexico “a historic moment that
should not be missed. ” The
Indiana senator admitted that “I
start with a bias in favor of this
agreement. ”
Dodd said “a common market for the ‘Americas” is, in effect, the only way to go, and Simon echoed this theme. However, the two Democrats at least
expressed the Senate’s ritual
“concern” for the jobs Americans are about to lose. Hatch
#1

---

and Lugar were obviously more
concerned with doing President
George Bush’s bidding to speed
the Mexican treaty and to pave
the way for the Western Hemisphere free trade treaty scheduled to follow. [It gets worse;
read on, please.]
OUTPOURING
TEST NEEDED

.

OF

PRO-

Observers
believe both the Mexican treaty
and the GATT Pact will be essentially sealed by May 15 UNLESS THERE IS AN OUTPOURING OF CONSTITUENT
PROTEST TO CONGRESS.’
Organized labor is leading
the opposition, but labor’s clout
on Capitol Hill is a pale shadow
of what it was in the reign of
the late AFL-CIO president,
George Meany.
Nonetheless, Don Stillman
of the United Autoworkers and
Evelyn Dubrow of the Garment
Workers Union delivered telling
testimony against the Mexican
pact at the Senate hearing.
Stillman made the point that
“despite Mexico’s huge population of more than 88 million
people, only about 8 million
have incomes sufficient to purchase U. S . goods. ”
Moreover, he said, by the
International
Trade Commission’s own “definitions, about
73 percent of all U.S. workers
would suffer a decline in real
income” if the Mexican treaty
goes through.
with
General
Motors,
in
36,000
workers
“maquiladora” border plants, is
already the largest private employer in Mexico and both Ford
and Chrysler have assembly
plants there. All of the “Big
Three” automakers shut down
U.S. plants and permanently
laid off thousands of Americans
to locate facilities south of the

border, where wage scales are
as low as 60 to 70 cents an
hour, as compared to $15 to $16
an hour for U.S. auto workers.
[Do I dislike Mexico? No, I
love Mexico and this is a good
thing FOR MEXICO!
The
point is that THESE ARE CONGRESSMEN WHO ARE COMTREASON
AMITTING
YOU--UNITED
GAINST
STATES OF AMERICA--AND
THESE
YOU ALLOW IT!
ARE MEN ELECTED BY YOU
TO PROTECT YOUR NATION
UNDER GOD WITH FREEDOM FOR ALL, JOBS AND
HAPPINESS FOR ALL AND
THEY GIVE IT AWAY AT
THE HANDS AND .PUSH OF
OTHER “FOREIGN
GOVERNMENTS”
I.E.
ISRAEL
(KHAZAR). IT IS A DIRECT
THRUST TO RENDER YOUTHE-PEOPLE
WEAK AND
HELPLESS TO RESIST THE
TAKEOVER
GLOBAL
GO%RNM:%
AND PUPPET MASTERS.]
Overall, nearly 2,000 U.S.owned plants are now located in
Mexico. They currently employ
some 500,000 Mexicans. Employment
in
maquiladora
(border) plants, which was
120,000 in 1980, is expected to
soar to at least a million by the
end of the 1990’s. Virtually all
of those jobs will be created at
the expense of American workers.
IT’S DEJA VU ALL OVER
AGAIN.
Helms reminded the

hearing: “We are being told that
an extension of these fast-track
procedures for the Uruguay
Round (of the GATT) and
Mexico free trade will lead to
prosperity for the American
people. We have heard that before. The same argument was
made after the Tokyo Round in
1979 and, instead of prosperity,
the United States developed a
larger and larger trade deficit.”
Helms showed a chart for
.
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the 1980’s on which “the trade
deficit went off the chart.”
(Cumulatively, it was $1 TRILLION for the decade.)
“These dry statistics have a
human
side,” Helms said.
“They represent thousands of
plant closings and millions of
personal financial tragedies-people who could not pay their
mortgages, send their children
to college, or otherwise participate in the American dream.”
Julius Katz, the deputy U.S.
trade representative who is the
lead negotiator at the GATT,
displayed the traditional arrogance of the federal govemment’s huge trade bureaucracy
during his testimony.
[By the
way, yes, Mr. Katz is a Khazar
and high ranking in the ADL.]
“Congress cannot preclude
negotiations as a legal matter, ”
Katz WUIXd
the senators.
However, he conceded, without
an affirmative vote by Congress
the “impediments” to a new
would
be
GATT
treaty
“insurmountable”.
David Mulford, the Britisheducated under secretary of the
treasury for international affairs,
unintentionally
disclosed
the
most powerful force behind both
the GATT and Mexican trade
treaties.
Without a treaty, Mulford
implied, Mexico could not service its huge--near $100 BILLION--foreign
owed
debt,
mostly to Wall Street banks.
Mexico has been in de facto default on its debt for a decade
and the big banks believe the
U.S. must give up its own industries and jobs and hand them
over to Mexico and the rest of
the Third World so they can
stay current on their interest
payments to Wall Street.
Millions of American work#l

-

ers have already been victimized
by this ongoing plan. Millions
more will soon be sacrificed if
the Mexican and GATT treaties
pass Congress this year. (END
OF QUOTING)
I don’t believe the foregoing
needs any further comment--it is
far more serious, however, than
indicated in this reprint and we
have been speaking about it for
a long time but perhaps it is
harder to accept from Space
observations.
Another subject to which I have
continual objections is that I tell
you the Mossad (Khazar’s terrorist forces) are at full-blown
action in Kuwait and Iraq. Now
I wish Dharma to CODYanother
article from the same SPOTLIGHT.
(QUOTE:)
MOSSAD ‘LEBANIZES’
KUWAIT

INTERNAL STRIFE
FITS ISRAEL:

BENE-

A patriotic salute awaits
American fighting forces homeward bound from Operation
Desert Storm. But in the ravaged lands they leave behind the
United States faces not victory
but what even Establishment
publications like Newsweek now
call “an unwinnable situation”:
raging turmoil, bloodshed, subversion, hunger and chaos.
The SPOTLIGHT has been
the only medium in America to
point out since Bush began to
deploy troops that there was no
way that America could win the
war he began. [This is an overstatement for there have been
many “undercover” newsletters
and writers giving forth the “no
win ” situation.
They are the
largest publication to be daring
enough,
right
under
the
“Washington” noses, to speak

out so allow us to give humble
and appreciative credit.]
Privately
White
House
sources say that despite official
forecasts of a rapid withdrawal
from the gulf, a “significant
U.S. military presence”--probably 250 THOUSAND troops-will have to stay in the region
‘Iforthe foreseeable future. I’

The
reason:
Even
“liberated” Kuwait is plunging
toward civil war, a group of
visiting U. S , senators discovered in mid-March.
“We saw
so much savage violence in the
streets that our first visit to Ed
Gnehm (the newly arrived
American ambassador) turned
into a protest meeting, ” recounted Sen. John McCain (RAriz ‘one of Keating Five’)
The
lawmakers
were
shocked by the sight of innocent
civilians beaten and hounded in
Kuwait City simply because
they WERE PALESTINIANS.
“Something like 100,000 lifelong Palestinian residents ARE
BEING rounded up into deportation camps by the Kuwaiti
militia arriving in the wake of
U.S. troops,” recounted a Senate aide, who asked to remain
anonymous. “And those may be
the lucky ones. We saw a number of them pistol-whipped,
made to kneel, and shot right
there in public. ”
WHO’S BEHIND THE VIOLENCE? But when U.S. diplo-

mats complain about the mass
atrocities suffered by Palestinians and others suspected of proIraqi sentiments, the invariable
answer of Kuwaiti officials-most of whom have newly returned from posh exile abroad-is that “alien agents” are instigating the violence in order to
“LEBANIZE” the oil-rich gulf
[I cannot even comnations.
ment on this, it is so painful-and YOU sent your loved ones
.
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to put these ones back into
power in Kuwait and now remain there to insure the allowance
of this incredible
government action.]
“By ‘alien agents’ they
mean OPERATIVES OF THE
MOSSAD
(Israel’s (Khazar’s)
Secret Service), who seem to
have penetrated Kuwait in large
numbers since the crisis began
last August, ” related Maj. Arve
Olivercrona, a Swedish UN observer who was interviewed in
New York City on March 19, a
day after his return from
Kuwait.
Some Kuwaiti
resistance
leaders do not deny that their
underground forces were infiltrated by the Mossad, but blame
the Bush administration for it.
[May God have mercy for you
CANNOT know that which ye
allow!]
Militia commander Abdullah
Nabiri told SPOTLIGHT special
correspondent Derek Perkinson
in Kuwait City on March 14:
“When the Iraqi army. invaded
and occupied us in August, we
asked our American allies for
help. Washington finally sent
us some undercover ‘advisers’.
“They knew how’ to organize assassination and sabotage
strikes. They spoke Ahbic and
knew who to melt into an Islamic crowd. Unfortunately we
recently DISCOVERED THAT
THEY WERE NOT CIA:
THEY WERE ISRAELIS. ”
Teams of Mossad agents
and political
operatives
are
also at work “LEBANIZING”
DEFEATED IRAQ BY STIRRING ET%INIC FEUDS AND
FIGHTING
FACTIONAL
AMONG MINORITIES.

“The Israelis know this turf;
the first major joint covert
operation financed by the United
#l

-.

States and run by the Mossad
y;.o:geted
at Iraq in the early
I ” recounted Christopher
Stock, ‘a former policy analyst
with the Rand Corp., who is
writing a book about the gulf
WZU.

“In those
days,
Henry
Kissinger held the reins both
as secretary of state and as
White House national security
adviser
President
under
Richard Nixon. To tighten his
grip on the gulf, he masterminded a secret war against
Iraq. ”
Kissinger ftumelled “hundreds of millions of dollars to
the Mossad” to finance a secret army of Kurdish guerrillas who began raiding Iraq
from bases in Iran, this expert
source related.

“The uprising was a thorn in
the side of the Iraqi govemment, and eventually it grew
into a serious threat, ” explained
Dr. Stock. “In 1974, Iraq made
a deal. It granted Iran exclusive
possession of the Shatt al Arab
waterway, a long-disputed territory between these two gulf
nations. Iran’s ruler, the shah,
expressed his gratitude
by
granting Kissinger’s patrons,
THE CHASE MANHATTXN
CONSORTIUM HEADED BY
DAVID ROCKEFELLER, the
FRANCHISE
OF
LEAD
BANKER TO THE IRANIAN
GOVERNMENT--A CONCESSION WORTH BILLIONS.
“Everyone won something
on that deal, except for the
Kurds who did the fighting,” recounted Stock.
“The Kurds
were sold out as coldly as a
When
trainload of cattle.
Kissinger
and the Mossad
yanked the rug from under them
without warning, thousands
were killed: tens of thousands
ended up in Iraqi prisoner-ofwar camps. ”

But in recent weeks, Kurdish
rebels have returned to the attack against the weakened and
embattled government of Saddam Hussein.
They are once
again being EQUIPPED AND
PARTLY FINANCED BY THE
MOSSAD, knowledgeable Middle-Eastern sources say.
“During the second week of
March, the leaders of major factions opposed to the regime of
Saddam Hussein gathered in
Beirut for a strategy conference-the first such meeting ever
held, ” says Jacques Khouri, a
veteran
Lebanese
journalist
based in New York. “They had
talks with Syrian and Saudi representatives, and then they met
secretly
with Col.
Aharen
Merider, a deputy director of
the Mossad for paramilitary
operations.
“The topic: how to stir up
infighting,
enough rebellion,
ethnic clashes and general
discontent to turn Iraq into a
second Lebanon. ”
Iran, where the corrupt
monarchy has been replaced by
a fundamentalist Islamic government, is once again becoming
involved in a secret war on the
same side as the ministate Israel
(Khazar).
“It is a perverse twist of history, ” explained Stock, “That
while Israel is working to subvert Iraq from the north, the
Iranians are apparently giving
more than just moral support to
Shiite zealots who are fanning
the flames of rebellion in the
south. ”
But while they were divided
about the meaning of this
strange, secret alliance, most
experts interviewed by The
SPOlLIGHT made similar forecasts about the probable outcome of the battle for Iraq.
*
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“Just look at Lebanon,” re“It was a
called Olivecrona.
prosperous nation--Beirut was
known as the ‘Paris of the Middle East’--until it became a target for a Mossad destabilization
campaign in 1977. After that, it
turned into a pitiless killing
zone, where warlords, ethnic
militias and militants fought
endless, fratricidal battles. Who
won? Not any of the warring
Lebanese factions.
“The only winner from this
turmoil was Israel, which occupied part of southern Lebanon
and played covert politics with
the rest. ”
There are, however, fundadifferences
between
mental
targeting tiny Lebanon and Iraq,
a major petroleum-producing
nation. “If it manages to destabilize Iraq, the ministate will
have planted its flag in the middle of the gulf,” warned Stock.
“The Mossad will become a
major player in the high-stakes
game where the future of this
vital region is decided. ” (END
QUOTING)
Dharma, allow us to copy one
more item from this same paper
and then we will take a break,
,
please.
(QUOTE)
EDITORIAL

POLICE BRUTALITY IN PERSPECTIVE: The nation and the
world were shocked as television screens recently were filled
with the video-taped images of
Los Angeles policemen mercilessly beating an unarmed, unresisting marI who had been
stopped for a traffic violation.
This absolutely inexcusable act
of brutality was shown not just
in this country but all over the
globe.
Thanks to the quick
thinking of a bystander with a
video camera and the willing#1

~

--- .---_._

ness of the media to broadcast
it, at least we know about the
incident.
One of the great things about
our country is the freedom of
the press to criticize the government, to show it in a bad
light, to point out injustices and
cruelties.
well, I hope you
don’t get too carried away with
that foolish statement.]

to the terrible plight of the Albanians, many of whom have
fled the violence in their country
to Italy, only to be turned back?
Nearly the entire continent of
Africa is the scene of unspeakable carnage and ruthless repression, yet the situation, apparently because it is chronic, is
IGNORED
by the established media.

But in all the national TV
and press coverage, and in all
the editorials written on the subject,
we note a singular
hypocrisy that becomes more
evident as the coverage continues. That is the lack of a comparable sense of outrage over
even worse atrocities being perpetrated daily by foreign nations
against their own citizens and
subject peoples. For instance,
where is the outcry over the
ruthless and barbaric treatment
of the Palestinians in the Israelioccupied West Bank and Gaza,
where the treatment meted out
to protesters consists of savage
beatings, the breaking of limbs,
the demolition of homes, the 24hour-a-day detention of an entire population?
The brutal mistreatment of
Palestinians, although not seen
on your television, has been going on for 45 years. But the
press, including the New York
Z?mes, instead of telling the
terrible truth about Palestine to
the people, conspires to keep it
just as secret as they kept Josef
Stalin’s starvation and genocide
of the Soviet people in the
1930’s.
Similarly, where is the outrage of the Establishment media
in regard to the treatment of the
courageous people of the Baltic
nations, whose peaceful moves
toward independence from the
Soviet Union are met with
And
tanks, guns and clubs?
where is the outrage in response

This is not to belittle the suffering undergone by the victim
of the Los Angeles police beating.
The officers responsible
should be punished. But the incident itself makes us wonder
whether this is all that uncommon.
The SPOTLIGHT has
documented numerous cases of
police savagery directed against
citizens, usually those identified
as “tax protesters,” such as
Gordon Kahl, or otherwise labeled subversive and a threat to
the status quo.
Jack McLamb, a retired police officer, leading a group of
active and retired police officers, looked into the apparent
Kahl murder (in which a sheriff
was also slain) and other instances of police brutality in the
United States.
At Liberty
35th
anniversary
Lobby’s
convention last year, he gave a
speech--reprinted in the October
1, 1990 issue of The SPOTLIGHT--in which he detailed
the shift in law enforcement
goals from protection of the
public TO CONTROL OF THE
PUBLIC AT THE BEHEST OF
PRESIDENT
BUSH’S NEW
WORLD ORDER.
McLamb:
According
to
“I’ve heard young officers being
told during training: ‘You are
no longer citizens of the United
States. You are an entity of the
U.S. government, and you have
been elevated above the citizens
so that you can be more effec.
Vol. XI
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tive in their supervision for their
own good. ’” [Sick yet?]
The Los Angeles beating is
just one reported incident of a
pattern of police brutality, not
merely in the United States, but
more particularly overseas. Is
this what President Bush has in
mind for his New World Order?
Are the police to be the enforcers not just of the laws
against criminal activity, but of
political orthodoxy?
And will
the media continue to focus
attention on the occasional incident, but ignore the larger picture--the patterns of brutality
around the world that are also
part and parcel of the New
World Order?
In many ways this appears to
be the situation already. It will
require vigilance and hard work
to defend the freedoms that remain to us. And it will take the
effort of principled police officers such as Jack McLamb to
combat the trend in local and
federal police departments to
shift away from protection of
the public into the role of controllers of the public. (END OF
QUOTING)
SALU. Hatonn to take a break,
I
please.
3/2/91
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TODAY, APRIL 2. 1991
As far as “TODAY” I shall only
bring one thing to your attention.
Note that you have a
“military/defense”
payload
shuttle on the launch pad.
was
also
a
There
“military/defense” payload Titan
blown up at Edwards Air Force
yCsterday
afternoon.
Base
These were to be segments of
the same operation. Keep careful eye on the shuttle now for
they are also rolling out the second shuttle to “its” launch pad
for “intended launch end of
#1

April”--no, it is to facilitate a
lot of shuttle shuffling to TRY
to fool ALL the people for some
of the time--at least long enough
to get ONE off the ground and
payload into orbit. Your Elite
are still trying to start Nuclear
War One!
With all the flack I am receiving
about the Khazars, I believe we
will have to integrate a bit more
Khazarian history melded with
what is happening in “Khazar”
along with the “New World Order” of Mr. Bush’s pronouncement. This may require several
Journals but I see great curiosity
and also great denial. We will
continue with relative daily happenings for you must now be
aware that ALL ACTIONS
ARE AIMED AT THE NEW
WORLD
ORDER
QUICKLY AS IT CAN ;:
PUSHED
AND
PULLED
FROM YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
AN INFORMED POPULACE
IS THE ONLY WEAPON
WHICH YOU HAVE TO REGAIN
AND
MAINTAIN
YOUR
CONSTITUTIONAL
SOVEREIGNTY AS A NATION--AND
ALL
OTHER
NATIONS,
THEIRS
AS
WELL.
I believe we should begin where
we were priorily speaking of
disarmament and gun control--of
the American people.
DISARM THE POPULACE
Khazar-communist-socialists
(New One World Order), socialist-bureaucrats,
and criminals have no desire to be shot,
as I have previously stated.
They prefer to deal only with an
unarmed citizenry.
What is
equally important is that both
the communists and the criminal
element have long proven that
they can and will obtain
firearms, no matter what the
government restrictions to the

contrary might be--further, they
can literally count on being
INGENIOUSLY
AND
INTENTIONALLY
SUPPLIED
WITH SAME.
The “communists” have taken
over nation after nation when
the number of communists in
that particular nation numbered
less than three percent (about
the number of Khazar Elite in
the United States) of the population . How can this happen?
Because they are the ONES
WITH THE GUNS. It has happened all around your globe and
now right at home under your
noses.
Most Americans are still somehow not able to understand that
the communists (Elitist socialist
Khazarians) , abroad and at
home, aided and abetted by liberals and criminal treasonists
(calling themselves your representatives in Congress), and socialist politicians are working
around the clock to get the
American
people
disarmed.
GUNS DO NOT KILL PEOPLE--PEOPLE KILL PEOPLE
AND IF THEY HAVE NOT
GUNS THEY WILL KILL
WITH OTHER ITEMS IF
DEATH BE INTENT.
THE
GOVERNMENT POLICE INTEND TO HAVE THE ABILITY OF FORCE BY DEATH
WEAPONS--BIGGER
AND
STRONGER AND DEADLIER
THAN ANY YOU-THE-PEOPLE CAN HAVE.
IT IS
MANDATORY
FOR
THE
“ONE WORLD ORDER” TO
KEEP YOU PUPPETS IN
LINE.
Let us refresh memories of
Americans--it has already happened to myriads of other nations and America is in the
midst of downfall and makes an
exceptionally
good
current
viewing example of how civilizations fall.
;
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A couple of years ago, the guncontrol movement coined the
emotionally
negative
phrase
“Saturday Night Special” to
launch a campaign against
handgun ownership (e.g., .357
magnums, .38 specials, .45 automatics, etc). They were only
partially successful in certain
states and cities thanks to the efforts of several large pro-gun
citizens’ groups. Now, the antigun political left (led by Handgun Control, Inc. and the National Coalition to Ban Handguns) has coined a NEW emotional propaganda phrase with
which to incite anti-gun hysteria--“the assault rifle”.
In the immediate wake of the
Stockton, California murder of
five school children by a pre-set
maniac with an AK-47 (yes, I
mean EXACTLY that which I
say; you have no idea the kind
of mental weapons which are in
use against you), the political
left across America began to
scream in well-orchestrated unison--“assault rifles are evil and
barbaric” and must be banned.
After a week’s national media
blitz on this theme, they began
to substitute for the phrase
“assault rifles”,
the phrase
“semi-automatic
weapons”-which includes most of the rijles and over half of the handguns and shotguns in America.
So the second phase ‘was to
hunch a cry for the banning of
AL.L semi-automatic firearms.
NOTE: The only hunters’ rifles
which are not semi-automatic
are the older bolt action, lever
action, and pump action models-a tiny minority of all U.S. rifles
and revolvers. Even the popular
World War II .45 automatic is a
semi-automafic pistol.
(Even
bolt action rifles and most shotguns are included in the new
anti-gun legislation.) According
to the U.S. Defense Department, “assault rifles” are by
definition
“fully automatic”.
#l

None of the foreign-made rifles
banned by the Administration
are fully automatic’ (these have
been illegal since the 1930’s and
did you know that?), nor are
they “assault rifles”. This as a
total scare/propaganda phrase
fabricated by the leftist guncontrol groups and latched onto
by the media and the Bush Administration.
UZI. AK-47 MADE IN
KHAZAR. PALESTINE
In March 1989, the Administration moved to ban the importation of certain foreign-made
semi-automatic rifles (such as
the Uzi, AK-47, etc.) and in
early April widened the ban on
importation to ALL foreignmade semi-automatic rifles, including .22 calibre. They pressured Colt Industries, which has
large military contracts with the
government, to cancel production of the AR-15 (and it did so)
and are now pressuring other
U.S. manufacturers to do the
same. The BATF has even been
sent into gun stores across
America since mid-1989 to
photocopy Form 4473 records of
anyone who has bought a semiautomatic weapon.
(This is
called the BATF Advanced
Tracing Program.) Oh yes, you
need to know that BATF is the
“gestapo” of gun control, which
is made up of rabidly anti-gun
bureaucrats
who have,
for
years, trounced on the rights of
gun owners, hunters, gun dealers, etc. They are being trained
by the Mossad KGB/CIA to be
Bush’s primary
“enforcers.”
The anti-import law is totally
meaningless and there is a
steady supply of UZI’s flowing
into the country--in parts, to be
assembled and sold as a domestic product.
Meanwhile, the highly emotional anti-gun propaganda onslaught is accelerating all across
the country, orchestrated by the

political left.
Stringent guncontrol legislation has been
introduced in the House and
Senate, in about thirty states,
and dozens of cities: legislation
ranging from registration of all
handguns, rifles, and shotguns,
confiscation of handguns and rifles, outlawing of the manufacture of firearms and ammunition, etc.
Remember, dear
ones, that it always begins
through some innocuous operation to “register” or “monitor
criminals” and thus and so, to
deceive you about the REAL
purpose of gradual strangulation
to the populace. It has nothing
to do with gun security or less
crime--it has evervthinn to do
with disarminn an innocent
public so that there is NO DEFENSE when the madmen
come to call at vour door to
steal vour verv lives.
Note that this entire anti-gun
onslaught is too well orchestrated, and - moving far too
rapidly via hundreds of leftist
groups, the press, congressional
liberals, and almost identical
legislation popping up all across
America at one time, to be
spontaneous.
(In many ways,
this onslaught closely resembles
the highly emotional, brilliantly
orchestrated leftist drive for
South African sanctions.) The
political left is making its great
final drive to disarm America
and that, at the direct demand of
your administration and your
would be Khazar Elite rulers of
the One World Order.
How can I say this? Because
the drug business is a business
controlled by your ADMINISTRATION, set up and orchestrated by ones now in your
Government or who are direct
ADVISERS to the President
himself. The Bush Administration, as we have shown you
through proof, prior to this
writing--are up to their ears,
eyes, nose and throat into the
.
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drug and money business. It IS
the business, in conjunction with
oil control. The so-called “drug
war” has been a nice presentable
excuse for the government to
massively invade America’s financial privacy, under the guise
ALL
Americans
are
that
“potential money launderers”.
Now the drug war is being used
as an excuse for confiscating
Americans’ firearms under the
pretext that drug runners use
guns, so if we want to stop the
drug war, we must disarm the
American people.
This, of
course, is total nonsense, since
the drug runners and criminals
will never be disarmed.
Furthermore, they use fully automatic weapons which are already illegal.
BRADY AND REAGAN
Prime pushers for gun control
are, of course, the Brady bunch,
Mr. Brady being shot through
the head at the same time an attempt was made on Reagan.
BS! I remind you that you have
ruling
a
government
of
“doubles”-- “robotoids” . Reagan
was already a replica at ‘the time
of the shooting and was, in fact,
slain (again) and replaced.
Brady was killed in order to allow replacement of his old body
by a programmed, purposeful
double. These are the VERY
KIND OF STAGED INCIDENTS which allow ease of
integration, whereby the nation
is in such shock that you notice
NOTHING! Look carefully at
who shot these ones and the
family from which the young
shooter came and the results of
his “handling” afterwards-DON’T BE FOOLS!
WHY IS GUN CONTROL SO
DANGEROUS?
According to the American Federation of POLICE:
“There are many Ameri#l

cans who fear for their
lives.
They know that at
some point, they will have
to protect themselves, their
own families, and their own
property. Should these people be disarmed? No, we
don’t need to disarm our
loyal citizens, our friends,
and our neighbors. ”
GUN CONTROL IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
THE SECOND AMENDMENT
GUARANTEES:

“THE RIGHT OF THE
PEOPLE TO KEEP AND
BEAR ARMS SHALL NOT BE
INFRINGED. ”
Crime in America (including
murder, rape, robbery, and drug
running) is at an all-time high
today.
According to one of
your most respected criminologists, Gary Kleck of Florida
State University, in a very
scholarly article in the February
1988 issue of Social Problems:

“Personal
defense
with
firearms in America occurs
more than two thousand times
per day.”
He estimates that

‘I..there are six hundred fortyfive thousand defensive uses of
handguns against criminals per
year (excluding police and military uses). ” Kleck concludes
that “civilian ownership and use
of guns has a deterrent and social control effect on violent
crimes and burglary. ”
A high-ranking official in the
Houston, Texas Police Department stated several years ago:
“The police cannot prevent most crimes. They cannot be everywhere at once,
nor can they anticipate
where a criminal will strike
next. They can only pick up
the pieces, or bodies, after
the fact.
Armed citizens
have to protect themselves.
We cannot. It is the law of

the jungle and our cities,
nation and world have truly
become a jungle. n
If strict gun-control laws are enacted, criminals will continue to
get all the guns they can possibly want without interference
of you-the-people in competition
for the selection of preference,
while the citizens will be left
unarmed and defenseless or in
opposition to the law--with
simultaneous
probability
of
prosecution as a criminal--just
for having possession of a gun.
Prison inmates are quick to tell
you that when mugging, or
breaking into a home, their
main worry is that they may
well be facing a person who is
armed and this acts as a major
deterrent to the crime.
A second danger, and this one is
far larger than you can possibly
imagine unless you are current
with our writings about your
border military installations, is
the giant horde of illegal immigrants (some 10 to 20 million
to date) who continue to pour
across your borders annually.
There is an above average
criminal element in these immigrant groups--both for individual criminals and for planned infiltration into your society of
these criminal elements to set
the stage for take-over as the
time is properly set up. In addition, you in America are wide
by the
open to invasion
from
“communists”
Central
America through Mexico over
the next decade--you will have
no border security as soon as the
“free-trade” is operational.
A
disarmed American citizenry invites criminal actions of all
kinds.
You must look at the anti-South
anti-apartheid
moveAfrica,
ment, for the anti-gun political
left is extremely well-organized,
coordinated, and financed. The
4
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present onslaught has been
planned for many years. Key
elements of their strategy include:
Rely on emotionalism and ignorance.
Capitalize on
morbid events like the California schoolyard killing by
keeping it stirring on regular
occasions even if news precludes same. Or, focus on
an isolated act of violence or
murder such as a vicious
double murder in Denver,
and then emotionally manipulate a vulnerable public
with disinformation, semantic deception, and distortion
to create an overnight antigun bandwagon. Emphasize
the idea that “guns kill people “, instead of the truth that
“people kill people”: with
strangulation,
kIliVC!S,
hammers,
hatchets,
axes,
lawn
weed
trimmers,
mower blades, chain saws,
poison,
cars--AND
guns.

Your old killer, Ted Bundy,
didn’t seem to need a gun to
viciously slaughter fifty to a
hundred
pretty
young
women.
Utilize the Hegelian Principle.
This is a three-step process
authored by Hegel and perMarxfected
by
the
ist/Leninists: thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. The first
step (thesis) is to create (or
preferably)
a
fabricate,
The second step
problem.
(antithesis) is to generate
opposition to the problem
(fear, panic, hysteria). The
third step (synthesis) is to
offer the solution to the
problem created in step one-change which would have
been impossible to impose
on the people without the
proper psychological conditioning achieved in stages
one and two.
The
#l

propaganda

onslaught.

-.

Having
created
the
problem (i.e., “guns kill
people, and therefore,
are evil”), step two is to
create fear, panic, and
Since early
hysteria.
1989, you have seen the
most concentrated, orchestrated media blitz
against guns since the
media and political left
cranked up for the INF
Treaty and for South
African
sanctions.
Thousands of articles in
newspapers and magazines have appeared with
titles such as: “Buyers
AK-47’s”,
Hoarding
“There’s No Right to
Bear Semi-Automatics”;
“Assault
Weapons:
Death and Taxes” (an
article claiming that the
medical cost of treating
wounds
’
gunshot
America is a BILLION
DOLLAR
A
YEAR
price-tag for taxpayers) ;
“Pushers Best Friends,
The NRA”;
“Playing
with Guns”, etc.
Nationwide polls (mostly
fabrications,
but with
questions such as, “Do
you think we should end
bloodshed and massacres
with assault
rifles?“)
claim eighty percent of
the public is for banning
these “killing machines”.
Well, I should hope that
all people everywhere
would be against killing
by any means whatsoever. In short, the media is creating
the
appearance of a “great
groundswell” of support
(just as they did for prowar in the Middle East,
through lies and fabrication and selected interviews) for a gun ban,
just, again, as they did
previously with South
African sanctions. It is
also tying the guns di-

rectly to the emotional
issue of drugs, intimating that if you get rid of
one, you’ll get rid of the
other.
Now, again,
WHO OWNS AND OPERATES THE MEDIA?
THE
AH,
YES,
KI-IAZAR
ELITE
WOULD-BE
ONE
WORLD
RULERS!
THEIR
STOLEN
HOME
NATION
IS
THE BIGGEST GUN
FILER
IN=%?
TIRE WORLD?
Attacking the pro-gun groups.
The political left and the
media have launched a
massive
propaganda
campaign against the 2.8
million-member National
Rifle Association, gun
dealers, gun magazines,
and owners by depicting
these pro-gunners
as
blood:thirsty,
heartless,
trigger-happy,
sleazeballs.
The New York
Times article “Pushers
Best Friend, The NRA”
by Ted Kennedy (who
has dozens of automaticarmed
body
guards)
talked about how ‘I..the
unholy alliance between
the NRA and the drug
dealers is slowly turning
some urban neighborhoods into killing fields
and transforming Washington and other cities
into free fire zones. ”
Extending the bans to handguns and ammunition.
It is noteworthy that the
campaign to ban assault
rifles and semi-automatic
weapons is being spearheaded
by
Handgun
Control Inc. and the National Coalition to Ban
Handguns.
The attack
on semi-automatics is a
backdoor attack on ban* 10
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ning handguns--their top
priority. This is seen in
a lot of the new legislation popping up in
various states. Legislation has been introduced
to ban the manufacture,
transfer, and importation
of .25 calibre and .32
calibre bullets, saying:
“Without ammunition, a
handgun
is useless. ”
Much more legislation
on other calibres of
ammunition will follow.
Link guns to drugs and the
drug war. In a classic
use of guilt by association, the left are equating
guns with the drug war
arguing that with a gun
ban, the drug war would
evaporate.
Senator
James McClure (R-ID)
has countered that the
gun ban ‘I..has almost
nothing to do with any
real assault on drug trafficking and drugs in this
county.. . . Can
anyone
believe
that someone
smuggling illegal drugs
into this country will
have any trouble smuggling illegal guns?”
Split tyhegunb;wners, off from
enforcement
There are
community.
hundreds of liberal police chiefs (appointed by
liberal mayors) around
the country who have
joined the political left in
supporting gun-control,
and some of those are
getting high media visibility.
However, the
great majority of law enforcement officers agree
with the National Sheriffs Association, which
has said: ”There ‘s no
valid evidence whatsoever to indicate that delaw
abiding
priving
American citizens of the
#l

right to own firearms
would in any way lessen
crime or criminal activity....The
National
Sheriffs Association unequivocally opposes any
legislation that has as its
intent the confiscation
of firearms....or
the
taking away from lawabiding American citizens their right to purchase, own, and keep
arms. ”
NOW WHERE DID HATONN
FIND
THIS
LIST
OF
PLANNED
ASSAULTS
AGAINST YOU-THE-PEOPLE?
RIGHT
OFF
THE
ADMINISTRATION’S COMMITTEE SET UP TO ACCOMPLISH GUN-CONTROL, ACTION PROTOCOLS.
REST
WELL AMERICA!

Dharma, enough for this moming. We will resume with a discussion regarding legislation,
etc., on the subject of gun-control. As soon as the Administration can accomplish the disarming of the public--all the
other plans will take over and
you will be “had”. So be it.
You CAN CHANGE IT if you
want to.
Hatonn to stand-by, please.
413191

HATONN

TODAY. APRIL 3. 1991
Dharma: As I sit to write and
prepare the computer with the
necessary data, I have a most
important
thing
happening
which probably would be interesting, tf nothing more, to bring
to your attention as readers. I
realize that I am most privileged
to be allowed this portion of service for I can somehow exist in
both worlds and touch that
which reaches out through this
communication.
But I often
wonder tf you would also feel

more closely in touch tf I shared
some of the things which are
‘proof” and “con@mation ” for
these “hands ”?
You see, I need no higher
“code ” or “words n to tell me
that which to attend closely
these hours and days. Each day
it may be quite d@erent in approach but messages come in
most remarkable manners and I
would like to share the one from
this very sitting.
Day before yesterday evening, I
wrote quite late and had no opportunity to check out any of the
comments given regarding the
news.
Afier writing the first
thing I was sent to do was monitor the “news ” regarding the
explosion of the rocket at Edwards. Oberli and I watched
through CNN Headline News
two or three times and found
nothing (the explosion apparently had just happened, quite
late in the day--or at least release of the event came quite
late). We were a bit distressed
to find nothing for I have yet to
have Hatonn NOT be correct
and, typical human--I WAIT for
the discrediting the same as all
others do. Finally on the LATE
local news there it was in all its
fireworks glory--a mammoth explosion which actually we could
well have seen the smoke plume
from our own location,
Now--since--he said to watch the
shuttle situation; that that which
would happen with the shuttle
launches is of great importance,
etc. I promptly, like everyone
else, put it aside to monitor. I
have no more insight into the
writings, for the most part, than
does anyone else. BUT, this
morning as I sat to prepare the
computer, I had a bit of di$culty Jinding the preceding
writing for updating of the heading--suddenly the paragraph regarding the shuttle, etc., came
up on the screen--highlighted
I
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within the document. I was annoyed for I can hardly operate
the machinery at best and didn ‘t
know what to do about it.
Then, I removed the whole file
from the screen and determined
that for ME, and my lack of
knowledge, I had best start
over.
Three times that highlighted paragraph came to the
screen and three times it came
in “highlights n. I have not seen
nor heard any type of newscast
since yesterday morning but I
can assure you--THERE IS
INCREDIBLY
SOMETHING
IMPORTANT
REGARDING
THESE
h?EXT
SHUTIZE
LAUNCHES
WHETHER OR
NOT WE EVER FIND OUT
WHAT IT IS. THERE WILL,
HOWEKER, BE CLUES IF WE
ALL PAY AllENTION.
Sometimes I find strange writings on the screen which are
messages--I might add, Hatonn
is a much better typist than am I
but it comes rarely and usually
when I am distracted and not
paying attention to something
important. I don ‘t understand
the connection any better than
anyone else; I have simply
learned by the two-by-four
across the head to pay attention.
For instance, a redtail hawk
(Little Crow ‘s) “traveling n symbol comes to our patio and calls
as he crosses the door and we
know it is time to speak or visit
Little Crow--right NOW! A few
days ago we were out in the car
only to be urged to drive up one
of the local canyon roads where
we found a Golden Eagle hovering above.
We followed it
hither and yon as he went to a
location and circled back again-over and over so we just went
where he went. Finally, below
where he set up his circling was
a young man and woman stuck
at the bottom of a hill with a
roadway too slippery with snow
to get out. Getting them out
was not the problem for we had
a four-wheel drive vehicle and
#l

afier finding a rope the task of
driving out was nothing. BUT,
we had to go search for a rope
giving us time to become acquainted--this is one of the most
important contacts we have
made to date for participation of
ones related to them, their mode
of business, etc. It became very
clear EXACTLY what we were
to do--we jind that there aren’t
even “tiny ” coincidences or accidents any more, in our lives,
and we are learning to watch
F the clues without the two:byour.
The Eagle stayed nght
around us until we finished what
we were to share, dipped his
wings and vanished.
Clues? It comes to the po~$$
have to assume so for there are
no other explanations.
For instance, some of the most
insightfir inquiries come from
ones of you who are simply
“urged to write” and very oflen
the words in the letter are: “I
really don’t know why I am
writing--but I feel I must - -. ”
Perhaps
this
is
what
“awakening” means as much as
paying attention to politics--or
moreso. I do know that it is the
insight in relationship to God
which is of the importance; the
other information is only to get
us into action so that we ALSO
have a stage upon which to produce our “play”.
We must
somehow first “see” and comprehend that which is our experience in order to realize the
relationship with God. I know
that we who are gifted with this
communion (I, no more than
any who reads it) are blessed
beyond all expectation in this
journey.
It
brings
no
“entertainment ” to the stage,
nor anything but sleepless nights
and long hours of “work” (tf you
could remotely speak of association with the brotherhood of
advanced intelligence and wisdom within the circle of God
Himself, as work).

I cannot wipe away the knowledge coming forth from my fingers as any sort of “reality” for
I cannot comprehend the allowance of ME to get to participate.
The information is
shocking and sometimes totally
debilitating to me for as it is
read to me in the editing process, it is as tf I have no attachment to the documents at
all. I know that in my consciousness I DO NOT KNOW
THESE THINGS WHICH I AM
GIVEN TO WRITE. FURTHER,
I HAVE NOT, SINCE SIPAPU
ODYSSEY, BEEN GIVEN ALLOWANCE TO WRITE ANYTHING EVEN CONNECTED
WITH “FANTASY” OR “NOVEL
FICTION”--OhXY
TO FIND
TIIAT SIPAPU WAS NOT, EITHER.
For you who do not know me, I
only began to serve about three
years ago and to that point had
been most unkind about the concept of “higher beings”, etc. I
believed in God and very little
else touted as “religion “, including
New
Age
and
“Channels “--and let me be the
one to stress again, THIS IS
NOT CHANNELLING AS THE
PROCLAIMERS
OF
“RECEIVING” DESCRIBE IT
OR DANCE ABOUT
THE
STAGES IN ENTERTAINMENT
AND SELF-STYLED GLORY.
This receiving is as a boss to a
secretary although I am not sure
HOW I know to translate the
signals coming in--but they ARE
signals, purely and simply, and
the one on the “line ” identtses
ana’ we go to work. When they
wish to speak, it is a little dtfferent as I still “translate ” but
somehow they are able to utilize
ME. I don ‘t understand that
mechanism either but I am given
into instant understanding that I
am a “student” at the sessions
just as anyone else in the room.
Ijiuther know that this is only a
PORTION of my intended purpose and work ar$ I, too, have
- 12
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to wait for unfolding--in impatience. I, too, am waiting to
know that which IS my purpose-for I feel this secretarial job is
probably not my ultimate “job”
but I know that I shall be informed in proper time.
A lot of people ask me tf I am
not afiaid? I don’t know for
when the house is attempted at
bombing with laser pulses,
shattering my windows, and
when I am actually HIT and am
awakening
from
unconsciousness--I am terrified--but
both the terror and fear are then
instantly removed, somehow,
and I am given to be totally
CONSCIOUSLY AWARE OF
THE
PRESENCE
AND
PROTECTION
OF HATONN
(IN PERSON), SANANDA ESU
(IN PERSON)
ATON
(IN
PERSON)--BEING
RIGHT
THERE
SETTING
EVERYTHING TO FUNCTION AGAIN
AND I HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO
EXPERIENCE
A JOURNEY
HOME. I am always asked if I
am ready to return to my physical mission and I know beyond
all doubt that it would be fine tf
I declined to continue with this
work. I suppose at the time I
am given to know why I choose
to try it again under those circumstances but after, I “wake
up” I think I’m a total idiot.
I can only share with’ you that
which I DO KNOW--God has
returned and He is right here-with the Christed, by whatever
you want to call him, an entire
fleet of craft from the Cosmos in
total glory to behold with beings
in every level of projection from
human physical to etheric light-and further--they
are more
REAL than anything on the
ground and it is the return to the
physical dimension which beI don’t
comes the illusion.
claim to understand the mechanism from the side of the experience of consciousness but the
“reality” is not on this dimen#1

-

sional level of experience.
I
also know, however, that the
physical dimension must be set
to straight in the phvsical sense
before we are given to pass
higher and, therefore, it surely
becomes worthwhile to acquire
the “academy award” for acting--in this place--even tf you
don’t like the play, and even if it
is your own play. I suppose this
will sound confusing to you, but
I even get to the point where I
envy the group who gets to experience the Commander’s personal sessions for that which I
experience is quite obviously
diflerent
from
what
the
“audience ” experiences. I am
given, on the other hand, to
experience the energy intent and
the sheer joy of the “presence “.
So, I suppose we are given rewards for service in many dtffering ways. My greatest gift of
all is when ones refer to HIM
and read the Journals by HIM
as tf I, Dharma, have no existence whatsoever--for that is the
truth of my service--that there be
no part of myself within the
writings except as at this time of
expression of seg
Please, may you all know--the
“writing ” is a portion of my day
and a very “dtrerent ”portion of
my every day. The “writings ”
are my ltfe and yet the focus of
living is as everyone else-- “how
do we get our job done, the
word out, Jix dinner, wash the
clothes, etc., etc., etc. I can’t
even relate to dodging bullets
which I certainly have valid reason to know are aimed at me. I
find it incredible that anyone
would target ME, for I don’t
feel I do anything.
It IS remarkably “interesting”. I find it
“interesting ” right now that Hatonn is nudging me and telling
me that I have taken long
enough; it is time to go to work.
The discipline comes with such
love that you are not ofSended-but you know you are in discipline and therefore, thank you

for allowing me hearing--I must
go to work.
*****
Hatonn present, and yes, I gave
her an inch and she took pages.
We do allow her to play at being human also for she, too, has
the learning to be accomplished.
Each of you will truly find that
no job in service unto Creator/Creation is greater in totality than another--only different
and only in importance of
”sequence” . As knowledge is
gained in various facets of
experience--you may “prevail”
in given circumstances because
of knowledge--it is not appointed hierarchy “greater position ” . In the higher experiences
the physical ego is not present to
demand stroking and, therefore,
as you progress, the “pecking
order” ceases to present itself.
It is simply hard to understand
for the MISunderstanding is that
you move from the third dimensional physical into one with
knowledge and Godness. No,
you progress and grow into that
wondrous position of ONENESS.
There is, however, wondrous
insights as you move along the
journey into Truth and Oneness.
At the “termination” of one
experience--say
death of a
“body”, there is always the
wondrous moment of understanding, total knowledge and
“judgment” of the journey “sofar”. Ones who experience the
“death process” and return to
tell you of their experience will
all tell the same basic tale--of a
moment of total “knowingness” .
This is most important for in
that moment of Truth you
KNOW what the lessons are
which are learned and remain
unlearned--what missions were
accomplished and which remain
to be finished.
Each interim
transition allows knowledge of
status and growth, level and an
.
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opportunity to get off the binding wheel or a need to remain
longer at that particular level of
experience--having not learned
that which moves you ever
higher toward the ONENESS
and TOTAL ALLNESS.
As you grow higher in understanding and experience, the
transitions become experiences
of great anticipation for as the
entity grows in Truth so are the
experiences more profound and
glorious. As the entity of individual substance, let us call it
personality for lack of better
definition, becomes of higher
dimension and knowledge it
then becomes the teachers and
guides who are the “guardians”
of the less-knowing beings so
the responsibilities become that
of guiding another aspect into
the higher path.
Then in the overall experience
of cycles, there are given the
opportunities of experiencing in
such manifested circumstances
as planets and civilizations find
themselves bogged in dense perception of forgetfulness. Then,
as now, some have the privilege
participate
in
the
to
“remembering” or “awakening”
as we refer to it here. Each
with a different function--all
with the same “goal” or the
“opposite goal”.
Existence of
an immortal energy id in the
experiencing--not in the existIt is the “experience”
ing.
which is the God-given free
choice of life itself. Whatever
you think your “choices to be”
the one you are experiencing at
the moment is the ONE YOU
-chose! Ponder it. At this instance in Dharma’s experience,
she has CHOSEN to scribe for
Hatonn--no ’ matter how she
is
complains
or rejoices--it
solely her choice. It becomes
my privilege to have a scribe
upon whom I can always depend
for service--but it is totally,
100% her choice to write or not
#l

write.
This very point is where man
bogs down--he wants no human
responsibility
for his own
choices. For instance, if you
wish to change of the direction
of your travels--or return your
nation to greatness--YOU must
take responsibility as if you
were the only one and as you
take your place and stand in total responsibility--others shall do
likewise.
How quickly we
make the change or the difference is determined by how
strongly we respond to our responsible place of leadership
and direction--teaching or writing, or, or, or. Our responsibility in this place, for instance, is to lay out circumstances as they are. We are not
the first to do so nor shall be the
last--however, it matters who
and how the banner is taken up
by the receivers as to whether or
not the score shall be made by a
touchdown in the ball-game.
Dharma can do her job to perfection but if the printer puts it
not to print and the distributor
distributes it not and you receive
of it not--nothing but exercise is
gained. And even that, in itself,
is experience in learned information.
Let not any single
moment escape the noting of the
lesson involved and the gift offered if you will but accept it.
A gift unto another does not
change possession of ownership
until the receiver accepts and
takes possession of the gift.
WITHOUT THE READERS
OF THIS INFORMATION,
THE
INFORMATION
IS
VALUELESS AND THEREFORE, THE READER BEPIVOTAL
COMES
THE
POINT OF IMPORTANCE-NOT THE WRITER.
Do not think this point is lost on
the Would-Be Elite Controllers-for they first try to stop the
scribe, then the distribution of
the Truth by any means possi-

ble--then they will slap rules
upon you the readers and stop
you from receiving the information and/or discounting it--FOR
IT IS YOU OF WE-THE-PEOPLE WHO ARE IMPORTANT-NOT
HATONN,
NOT
DHARMA, NOT AMERICA
WEST---YOU! You, however,
can judge the value of the writing by how hard they effort to
stop it from reaching YOU, and
it has been an incredible effort
exerted to stop our contact and
information flow from mental
barrage to physical violence.
Funny thing about attacks, however, you will find the attacked
simply grow stronger and the
attackers become confused and
irrational and make more blunders. That is why it is never
wise to react in fear and panic-respond in calm wisdom and you
will always win the round.
Something to ponder: You believe you have not experienced
miracles?
You were
grythed, were you not? Now,
think about this--have you ever
experienced death of the body?
No? How about every time the
heart finishes a beat? If you
have not the next beat you just
died! You experience at least
40 to 200 miracles a minute of
existence--and you still ask for
“proof”.
How often do you
thank God for those 60 someodd miracles--or do you simply
complain about your lack of
“comfort” and that which you
perceive you have not? Think
carefully about those things for
it will be that for which you are
grateful which shall ultimately
enter as “circumstantial evidence” at your judgment hearing.
OUESTION ABOUT TERMS
AND USAGE OF SAME
I shall respond to a question
from a reader and then we will
leave this document and move
on to the Journal in progress.
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We have been asked about the
seeming contradiction of usage
of the term Israel and “Jew” in
the book AND THEY CALLED
HIS NAME IMMANUEL and
the recent information regarding
those terms not being valid in
the time of the Judeans. We
have also told you that if the
terms are used directly in a circumstance of original writing-such as a “Bible”, “Talmud”
etc., say the Book of Mormon,
Oahspe, etc. which “claim” DIRECT writing of original material--the terms would not be
used which do not relate to the
given time in history.
We claim no ttotiginaltt new information.
Dhanna, for instance, in the penning of the

above named Journal claimed
no direct instructional input-nor did the speakers. The inj%h&$%,,w,as
a directly
WRITING.
The writing was written in Arabic and was not a “first” writing
as was claimed, say, by Joseph
Smith in receiving the book of
Mormon. I comment not upon
that work except to say that the
terms show up frequently without explanation of “clarity” in
writing.
Dharma was only
given a translation from that
Arabic/German into English as
to current translation of language as acceptable for understanding.
The fact that the terms did not
exist at the time of the original
writing is not as important in
current translation as to when
and how the meanings of same
were CHANGED OR BECAME
VALIDLY ACCEPTED AND
WHY. If the term JEW, for instance, remained a shortened
version of ‘Judean and had the
original meaning as Judeanfine; it is the taking or creation
of the work with deceitful definition which is the work of intent herein.

#l
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Another reason we would allow
the words to be used is to allow
understanding to come in proper
sequence. Had we given you all
the information in the last Journal, without the information
from the prior writings--you
would throw the work away and
denounce it just as have many.
You have to be allowed to absorb that which is given according to growth with ability to
go and find confirmation as it is
outlaid unto you. You do not
feed an infant a slab of beef and
expect him to cut it and eat it
for he will choke to death. You
give him milk until his teeth
come and then you still must cut
his meat with a knife and fork
until he can use the tools for
self. He doesn’t even have to
know the name of nor the function of the knife and fork--he
only has to come into the trust
that you will properly cut his
meat for him. We must first
build trust of our presence in
bits which can be confirmed and
chewed and as you grow and
our Truth remains intact--you
can trust more and then you can
cut and chew and select your
food and recognize that which is
good from that which is poison-God would never treat you
lesser than you would treat your
most precious child. He will,
like you to your child, give us
that which we are capable of
handling and then hold us while
we learn to walk--always giving
us the knowledge
through
teachings and lessons--the correct path to follow to come
home again.
It is not so much the terms
which are of import--it is the
intent of the usage which you
must remain ever alert and when
you see a word misused--be
careful as to interpretation.
Know who and what lurks behind the term and that IS
JUDGED BY ACTIONS AND
NOT BY WORDS.

Thank you for being alert
enough to inquire. As you read
more and more of the documents, you will find the answers
given but some things are so
bothersome to the searching
mind that they need attention
before all the information can be
accumulated,
digested
and
sorted. Tf! however, we tend all
the inquiries of ones who have
not apprised themselves of that
which is already given, we shall
never get enough of our mission
accomplished to make any difference--we shall simply be
stagnant in the pool of repetition. This is what we refer to as
“homework”
and
research.
Further, if you have read and
have not found answers, then by
all means ask and if it is not
forthcoming on its own, ask
again.
We must work with
those things most urgent to your
welfare and frankly, right now,
your very freedom and human
ability to function is in jeopardy
of severe crisis so we must pour
on the “physically human” enemies so we can get on to the
place where we can give the
IMPORTANT soul growth input. Again, we are limited by
the physical and that which is
perceived at the moment--and
we are sitting where we can see
around the bend in the road and
it is serious circumstance indeed!
It is very much like the child behind the three foot wall--he cannot see the bomb ready to explode immediately upon crossing the wall--but the six-foot tall
father can see it hidden there
awaiting the blowing up of the
child. Would the father be right
to deny the child the guidance
and information?
Well, we
cannot force you to avoid
crossing the wall which hides
the pitfalls as you can literally
force your child to stay in security--but we can certainly tell
you where the bomb is located
and who put it there so that you
‘15
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can recognize your enemy.
What is more, we intend to continue to give you more and more
and more information as long as
Dharma’s fingers can type and
others are willing to risk and
serve and act.
And I will repeat what was said
to ones in this group by a man
thinking
himself
funny--but
there was great “meaning” in his
statement which he realized not-as he moved away from service
unto God. He said “Well, 1 intend to do God’s work but by
God I intend to do it my way! ”
No, my friends--THAT is NOT
doing GOD’S WORK--guess
whose work you are REALLY
doing? WE WILL DO GOD’S
WORK AND BY GOD WE
SHALL HUMBLY DO IT
GOD’S WAY! SO BE IT AND
MAY THE LIGHT SHINE ALWAYS ABOUT YOU THAT
YOU MIGHT
SEE AND
KNOW THE WONDROUSNESS OF THINE JOURNEY.
I am but your brother and 1,am
humble in appreciation for being
allowed service in your company. We each do not have to
walk alone--for in brotherhood
and understanding there can
never be “alone”--only “oneness
with ALL”. Salu.
I
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COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY
NAME: KHAZARS
II. . . .AND THEY WERE
LIARS FROM THE BEGINNING! ”
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
In this book Hatonn brings us
up to the minute on world
events, but more importantly he
gives us the TRUE history of
the diabolical masterminds that
have led the world into all of its
major problems and most of its
#l

minor problems, for their own
selfish and greedy aims.
We are also given the actions
we MUST take if we are going
to stop these well-organized
groups from putting together the
final* pieces bf thzir -WORLD

WITHOUT
FREEDOM
NEW WORLD ORDER).

(the

‘Hatonn especially stresses the
history of the Khazars, Judeans
and the Jews and how the
Khazars
have labeled themselves as Zionists and Jews to
deceive our planet and to take
total control of it in the NAME
OF THE ANTI-CHRI-

how knowing and exposing
these forces can preserve freedom for all of mankind.
THE BITTER COMMUNION
AL’I‘AKS
....
SHALL SWEEP ACR0’S-S ‘I’HE
LANUS

AND ‘I‘HE l’l5IYLE

ILL l3E UELMVlm

....

HATONN:
The subject of this Journal is an
ongoing outlaying of that *which
has come upon *you--it is our
“commission ’ given forth by
God Creator and our commitment unto Him and that unto
Creation to set the records to
straight so that the truth is
known in the final days. But
oh, blessed brothers--it needs
not be the “final davs” for that
is the BIGGEST LIE OF ALL
AGAINST YOU DECEIVED
ONES OF INNOCENCE--YE
WHO HAVE TRIED TO FOLLOW THAT WHICH YOU
PERCEIVED
CEPTED AS TR$g
FR:&
YOUR
TEACHERSAND
LEADERS--HOW
COULD
YOU KNOW THAT THEY
WERE DISINFORMED FROM
EVIL SOURCES? MAY GOD
GIVE HELP TO ALLOW
YOUR VISION TO CLEAR
THAT WE MIGHT WALK
TOGETHER
IN TURNING
ABOUT THIS BEAST AND
CLEAR
IT
FROM
THE
LANDS. AHO!

ATON:
. ..AND
YE HAVE
GIVEN
HEMLOCK UNTO My CHILDREN IN THINE COMMUNION CUPS--IN My NAME
HAVE YE CORRUPTED THE
LAWS OF GOD.
AND IN
THAT CORRUPTION SHALL
YE BE GIVEN TO -KNOW
THAT
WHICH
YE HAVE
DONE FOR YE HAVE DEFILED My NAME AND SHED
BLOOD OF THE INNOCENT
UPON My PATH OF GODNESS AND THEN YE ASK
GOD TO ALLOW.EYOgA;g
PREVAIL.
STOLEN THE CHALICE OF
GOD AND FILLED IT WITH
THE BITTER POISON AND
GIVEN IT UNTOTHT CREATIONS--AND
HAVE DONE IN My Nm%E
GREAT
SORROW
SHALL
PREVAIL UPON THE LANDS
IN THE FINAL DAYS OF
THE CLEANSING.
WHO WILL COME WITH
ME?
WHO W$LHIo WwlLLK
WITH ME?
SHARE
OF THE SWEET
g#MUNION
WITH ME?
WHO
HAVE
PATIENTLY
OBEYED
THE
LAWS OF GOD DESPITE
PERSECUTION
!ZEREF~RE
WILL you BE
PROTECTED BY ME, FROM
THE
TIME
OF
GREAT
TRIBULATION
TEMPTATION WHICH WyE
COME UPON THE WORLD
TO TEST EVERYONE ALIVE.
LOOK I AM COMING
SO
YE OF LIGHTED
TRUTH
HOLD TIGHTLY
TO THE
LITTLE
STRENGTH
YOU
HAVE--SO THAT NO ONE
WILL TAKE AWAY
YOUR
CROWN.
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